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Introduction 

We developed the Smart Growth app to fill a gap in the toolkit for economic development and 

planning professionals. This app brings economic life cycle accounting to economic 

development and planning professionals in a multi-criteria decision analysis format. While 

economic developers have long had economic impact accounting tools that incorporate life 

cycle analysis, these tools are not specifically designed to support multi-criteria decision 

analysis – a key tool for sustainable planning. Likewise, while planners have multi-criteria 

decision analysis tools integrated within their GIS platform, they lack an integrated economic 

life cycle accounting tool. 

The initial version of this app is now available through our website at decisioncommerce.com, 

or as a private label app, and we can make our accounting engine available by application 

programming interface to integrate with other web application software. With this app, 

professionals can evaluate and rank several economic development alternatives across selected 

economic criteria. Economic development alternatives are defined as industry expansion 

opportunities in a selected county or metropolitan/micropolitan area. Selected criteria in the 

initial version include workforce, income, production system, and natural resource system 

factors that may be considered public benefits depending on the specific regional situation. We 

hope that this easy to use app will encourage economic developers to look beyond the 

“multiplier” and incorporate other important aspects of the economic system in their planning 

efforts. 

In the remainder of this guide, we describe the online app published at decisioncommerce.com. 

This app allows for up to three alternatives and seven criteria selections for a local region, 

defined either by county or metro/micro area. We can create customized, private label apps to 

meet specific needs, such as having more alternatives or custom-defined criteria.  

The sample workbook we discuss in this document is for industrial development alternatives in 

Champaign-Urbana metro area in Illinois, where the objective is to broaden occupational 

opportunities, make use of existing capacity, and increase local earnings share of gross local 

product and the gross local product multiplier. We compare two expansion alternatives for an 

industrial park: 1) electronics manufacturing featuring three different production activities, and 

2) plastics manufacturing also featuring three different activities. The expansion is $70 million 

in production value for each alternative.  

To use the online app, click the Smart growth app menu item and then click on the link for 

either the county or the metro level analysis. Our online app is pay per use with no registration 

required. We deliver the workbook to your email address within a minute or two of when you 

submit the case. Private label apps are paid by subscription or with prepaid use credits. 
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Defining Economic Development Alternatives

We use a tab-based input form to be consistent with other multi

On the first Alternative 1 tab, enter

and county or metro/micro area, and define the first economic development alternative. To 

define the alternative, enter a brief description of the alternative (

characters), select at least one and 

enter non-zero values for each selected activity. 

the activity using prices received by the producer. 

Tab-based input form – define economic development alternatives

When finished defining the first alternative, click on the 

alternative. Just as on the first tab, you have the option to enter a brief description, select at 

least one but no more than five production activities, and enter non

selected activity.  
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Defining Economic Development Alternatives 

based input form to be consistent with other multi-criteria decision analysis apps. 

enter an optional descriptive title for the case, select the state 

and county or metro/micro area, and define the first economic development alternative. To 

define the alternative, enter a brief description of the alternative (optional - limited to fifteen 

t at least one and but no more than five industry production activities, and 

zero values for each selected activity. Enter production values as revenue or sales for 

the activity using prices received by the producer.  

e economic development alternatives 

When finished defining the first alternative, click on the Alternative 2 tab to define a second 

Just as on the first tab, you have the option to enter a brief description, select at 

five production activities, and enter non-zero values for each 
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criteria decision analysis apps. 

, select the state 

and county or metro/micro area, and define the first economic development alternative. To 

limited to fifteen 

five industry production activities, and 

roduction values as revenue or sales for 

 

tab to define a second 

Just as on the first tab, you have the option to enter a brief description, select at 

zero values for each 
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If you wish to define a third alternative, click on the 

second alternative. This third alternative is optional, so if you

only, skip the Alternative 3 tab and click on the 

fields on the Alternative 3 tab and, when finished, click on the 

Selecting Criteria 

Our initial version of the app uses a weighted sum analysis to create rankings of the two or 

three alternatives. You can define as few as two and as many as seven criteria upon which to 

base the rankings. See the Appendix for a complete listing of 

the initial version. 

We recommend selecting criteria that represent public benefits for the specific economic 

development situation. For example, if a region has a vibrant, growing economy and 

creation is selected as a criterion, in this specific case cre

benefits, not public benefits. Instead, in the case of a vibrant economy, the type of jobs created 

may have public benefits and be a more appropriate criterion, such as creating jobs for college 

grads to reduce depopulation of young adults in a rural region. By selecting 

grads, the jobs not only have private benefits, but public benefits as well as young adults 

become the next generation to support social institutions and regenerate economic activity.
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If you wish to define a third alternative, click on the Alternative 3 tab when finished defining the 

second alternative. This third alternative is optional, so if you wish to consider two alternatives 

tab and click on the Criteria tab. Otherwise, complete the input 

tab and, when finished, click on the Criteria tab. 

p uses a weighted sum analysis to create rankings of the two or 

three alternatives. You can define as few as two and as many as seven criteria upon which to 

See the Appendix for a complete listing of criterion definitions included in 

We recommend selecting criteria that represent public benefits for the specific economic 

development situation. For example, if a region has a vibrant, growing economy and 

is selected as a criterion, in this specific case creating jobs results largely in private 

benefits, not public benefits. Instead, in the case of a vibrant economy, the type of jobs created 

may have public benefits and be a more appropriate criterion, such as creating jobs for college 

ation of young adults in a rural region. By selecting Jobs for college 

, the jobs not only have private benefits, but public benefits as well as young adults 

become the next generation to support social institutions and regenerate economic activity.
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tab when finished defining the 

wish to consider two alternatives 

tab. Otherwise, complete the input 

p uses a weighted sum analysis to create rankings of the two or 

three alternatives. You can define as few as two and as many as seven criteria upon which to 

criterion definitions included in 

We recommend selecting criteria that represent public benefits for the specific economic 

development situation. For example, if a region has a vibrant, growing economy and Job 

ating jobs results largely in private 

benefits, not public benefits. Instead, in the case of a vibrant economy, the type of jobs created 

may have public benefits and be a more appropriate criterion, such as creating jobs for college 

Jobs for college 

, the jobs not only have private benefits, but public benefits as well as young adults 

become the next generation to support social institutions and regenerate economic activity. 
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Criteria tab – select criteria and enter weights

From the dropdown box, select a criterion from the list. For each selected criterion, define a 

weight value greater than zero. The weights across all selected criteria must sum to one. Please 

note that the criterion weights define the importance of each criterion 

criteria. For example, if three criteria 

criterion with the largest weight of 0.6 is twice as important as the c

six times as important as the criterion with a weight of 0.1.

Click on the Performance Table tab o

will check to make sure that the case is complete. An alert box will

case is incomplete or incorrectly defined. 

appropriate tab and correct or add the required information. Then, click on the 

Table tab again to check if the case i

appear on the tab page. 
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select criteria and enter weights 

From the dropdown box, select a criterion from the list. For each selected criterion, define a 

The weights across all selected criteria must sum to one. Please 

he criterion weights define the importance of each criterion relative to the 

criteria. For example, if three criteria are selected with weights of 0.1, 0.3, and 0.6, then the 

criterion with the largest weight of 0.6 is twice as important as the criterion with 0.3 value, and 

six times as important as the criterion with a weight of 0.1. 

tab once you are finished selecting criteria and weights. The app 

the case is complete. An alert box will pop up and notify you if the 

case is incomplete or incorrectly defined. If this happens, click the OK button, then go to the 

appropriate tab and correct or add the required information. Then, click on the 

tab again to check if the case is complete. If it is, a performance table template will 
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From the dropdown box, select a criterion from the list. For each selected criterion, define a 

The weights across all selected criteria must sum to one. Please 

to the other the 

selected with weights of 0.1, 0.3, and 0.6, then the 

riterion with 0.3 value, and 

nce you are finished selecting criteria and weights. The app 

pop up and notify you if the 

button, then go to the 

appropriate tab and correct or add the required information. Then, click on the Performance 

s complete. If it is, a performance table template will 
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Alert box – incorrect on incomplete case

Verifying Performance Table

The performance table template lists the selected criteria in rows and the two or three 

alternatives in columns. Weights for each selected criteria or shown in the last column. The 

notation included in the table cells represent the normalized 

by our economic accounting engine. 

larger sustainable planning analysis, it is this normalized table that 

into the larger table. 

Performance Table tab – review criteria and weights

  

Please review the criteria and weight

alternatives, now is the time to go back and make these changes. Just click on the appropriate 

tab, make the changes, and then

Decision Commerce Group, LLC. All rights reserved. 

incorrect on incomplete case

  

Verifying Performance Table 

The performance table template lists the selected criteria in rows and the two or three 

olumns. Weights for each selected criteria or shown in the last column. The 

notation included in the table cells represent the normalized life cycle values that are calculated 

by our economic accounting engine. If you want to include this economic component into a 

larger sustainable planning analysis, it is this normalized table that you will need to 

review criteria and weights 

Please review the criteria and weights. If you want to make any changes to the criteria or 

alternatives, now is the time to go back and make these changes. Just click on the appropriate 

and then click on the Performance Table tab again.  
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The performance table template lists the selected criteria in rows and the two or three 

olumns. Weights for each selected criteria or shown in the last column. The NV 

values that are calculated 

to include this economic component into a 

need to integrate 

f you want to make any changes to the criteria or 

alternatives, now is the time to go back and make these changes. Just click on the appropriate 
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Submitting Case 

Fill in the billing information on the 

case. All fields are required except for the 

workbook containing the results and the invoice to the address entered in the 

email is sent from the dcg@decisioncommerce.com account

set on your email account, you may need to add this address to allow 

Performance table tab – enter billing information

Once you have completed the billing information, click the 

submit the case for analysis. A dialog box will pop up, giving you a chance to cancel if you want 

one more chance to review the case you entered. 

Submission dialog box – click OK to submit case

 

Click the OK button to submit the case. Please wait until a 

case number and a message that the workbook 

Decision Commerce Group, LLC. All rights reserved. 

ing information on the Performance Table tab once you are ready to submit the 

case. All fields are required except for the Company and Address 2 fields. We send the 

workbook containing the results and the invoice to the address entered in the E

dcg@decisioncommerce.com account. Depending on the filters you have 

set on your email account, you may need to add this address to allow delivery of the workbook

enter billing information 

completed the billing information, click the Perform decision analysis

submit the case for analysis. A dialog box will pop up, giving you a chance to cancel if you want 

one more chance to review the case you entered.  

k OK to submit case and generate workbook and invoice

button to submit the case. Please wait until a new page appears that includes the

case number and a message that the workbook will be sent to your email address.
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tab once you are ready to submit the 

fields. We send the 

Email field. The 

. Depending on the filters you have 

delivery of the workbook. 

 

Perform decision analysis button to 

submit the case for analysis. A dialog box will pop up, giving you a chance to cancel if you want 

and generate workbook and invoice 

  

appears that includes the 

to your email address. 
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Analysis complete page – Analysis was performed and workbook sent to email address
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Analysis was performed and workbook sent to email address
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Analysis was performed and workbook sent to email address 
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Understanding the Smart Growth Workbook

The Smart Growth workbook you receive by email 

sheet, AnalysisDiscussion and CriteriaDef

document, and the PerformanceTable and NormalizedTable 

CaseSummary worksheet 

The CaseSummary worksheet includes the case definition for each alternative, listing each 

production activity and value, along with the defined local region.

Below the case definition on the worksheet 

unranked order. The alternative with the largest value is the highest ranked alternative using 

the selected criteria and weights.

for the selected criteria. 

Case Summary worksheet – view case definition and weighted sum ranking
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Smart Growth Workbook 

you receive by email contains an Invoice sheet, a CaseSummary 

sheet, AnalysisDiscussion and CriteriaDefinitions sheets that include information from this 

document, and the PerformanceTable and NormalizedTable worksheets. 

 

The CaseSummary worksheet includes the case definition for each alternative, listing each 

value, along with the defined local region. 

on the worksheet are the weighted sum values for each alternative

The alternative with the largest value is the highest ranked alternative using 

and weights. For this sample case, the electronics alternative ranks highest 

view case definition and weighted sum ranking
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contains an Invoice sheet, a CaseSummary 

initions sheets that include information from this 

The CaseSummary worksheet includes the case definition for each alternative, listing each 

are the weighted sum values for each alternative in 

The alternative with the largest value is the highest ranked alternative using 

For this sample case, the electronics alternative ranks highest 
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PerformanceTable worksheet

The PerformanceTable worksheet contains values for each combination of criterion and 

alternative as calculated by our economic life cycle accounting engine. This engine takes into 

account all of the connections in the economy back through the supply chain and forward 

through the spending of income. Depending on selected criteria, these values correspond to 

values typically reported as regional economic impacts, such as earnings, employment, and 

production output and associated multipliers. See the 

information how to interpret these values for each criterion.

For our sample case, the plastics alternative scores just a bit lower on each criterion except for 

the GLP multiplier, which is significantly lower than the electronics alternative. The ove

score of 1.0 to 0.89 reflects the fact that the weight for this criterion is 0.2. Had the weight 

been higher, the difference between the two alternatives would have been greater as well. 

Performance Table worksheet –
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PerformanceTable worksheet 

worksheet contains values for each combination of criterion and 

alternative as calculated by our economic life cycle accounting engine. This engine takes into 

account all of the connections in the economy back through the supply chain and forward 

the spending of income. Depending on selected criteria, these values correspond to 

values typically reported as regional economic impacts, such as earnings, employment, and 

production output and associated multipliers. See the CriteriaDefinitions tab for m

information how to interpret these values for each criterion.  

For our sample case, the plastics alternative scores just a bit lower on each criterion except for 

the GLP multiplier, which is significantly lower than the electronics alternative. The ove

score of 1.0 to 0.89 reflects the fact that the weight for this criterion is 0.2. Had the weight 

been higher, the difference between the two alternatives would have been greater as well. 

– contains values for each criterion and alternative
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worksheet contains values for each combination of criterion and 

alternative as calculated by our economic life cycle accounting engine. This engine takes into 

account all of the connections in the economy back through the supply chain and forward 

the spending of income. Depending on selected criteria, these values correspond to 

values typically reported as regional economic impacts, such as earnings, employment, and 

tab for more 

For our sample case, the plastics alternative scores just a bit lower on each criterion except for 

the GLP multiplier, which is significantly lower than the electronics alternative. The overall 

score of 1.0 to 0.89 reflects the fact that the weight for this criterion is 0.2. Had the weight 

been higher, the difference between the two alternatives would have been greater as well.  

n and alternative 
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NormalizedTable worksheet

The NormalizedTable worksheet contains normalized values for each combination of criterion 

and alternative. The maximum values on the 

are normalized to one. These normalized values are multiplied times the weights

products added to create the weighted sum values as shown on the 

For our sample case, the normalized values for the first alternative 

expansion – are all equal to one since this alternative performs better than plastics on each 

criterion. Earnings share of GLP for plastics is 0.985, meaning th

on this criterion. The GLP multiplier, on the other hand, is much lower for plastics, resulting in a 

normalized value of 0.733. 

This worksheet allows you to see how rankings change based on changes to the criteria 

weights. There is no need to rerun the case through our app. Just create a new column beside 

the Weights column to enter different

sumproduct function to calculate the weighted sum values 

different weights.  

Normalized Table worksheet – contains normalized values 
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NormalizedTable worksheet 

worksheet contains normalized values for each combination of criterion 

and alternative. The maximum values on the PerformanceTable worksheet for each criterion 

se normalized values are multiplied times the weights

products added to create the weighted sum values as shown on the CaseSummary

For our sample case, the normalized values for the first alternative – the electronics industry 

are all equal to one since this alternative performs better than plastics on each 

criterion. Earnings share of GLP for plastics is 0.985, meaning that both alternatives are 

on this criterion. The GLP multiplier, on the other hand, is much lower for plastics, resulting in a 

This worksheet allows you to see how rankings change based on changes to the criteria 

There is no need to rerun the case through our app. Just create a new column beside 

different values for the weights. Then enter formulas 

to calculate the weighted sum values for each alternative us

contains normalized values  
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worksheet contains normalized values for each combination of criterion 

worksheet for each criterion 

se normalized values are multiplied times the weights, and the 

CaseSummary worksheet.  

the electronics industry 

are all equal to one since this alternative performs better than plastics on each 

at both alternatives are similar 

on this criterion. The GLP multiplier, on the other hand, is much lower for plastics, resulting in a 

This worksheet allows you to see how rankings change based on changes to the criteria 

There is no need to rerun the case through our app. Just create a new column beside 

values for the weights. Then enter formulas using the 

using these 
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Appendix – Criterion Definitions 

 

Job Creation The amount of life cycle local jobs created due to the expanded local 

production. 

Jobs Multiplier The amount of life cycle local employment divided by the Alternative's 

production activities value in million dollars. 

Self-Employment The amount of life cycle local self-employment jobs created due to the 

expanded local production. These jobs are also included in Job Creation 

criterion. 

Jobs for College Grads The amount of life cycle local jobs created due to the expanded local 

production that require an Associate's degree or higher. 

Occupational Variety The amount of life cycle local jobs created in industries that offer 

employment in occupations under-represented in the local region. 

Workforce Specialization The amount of life cycle local jobs created in industries that offer 

employment in occupations over-represented in the local region, helping 

to create advantage through workforce clusters. 

Local Earnings The amount of life cycle local wage and proprietors' earnings generated by 

the expanded local production. 

Earnings Multiplier The amount of local life cycle earnings divided by the Alternative's 

production activities value. 

Average Wage Rate The average wage rate for life cycle local employment created due to the 

expanded local production. 

Earnings Share of GLP The life cycle local earnings share of gross local product created due to the 

Alternative's production activities value. 

Gross Local Product The amount of life cycle employee compensation, gross operating surplus 

including proprietors' income, and taxes on production and imports, less 

subsidies generated by the expanded local production. 

GLP Multiplier The amount of life cycle value added divided by the Alternative's 

production activities value. 

Expansion Capacity Use The local production output multiplier effect that results from the 

Alternative's production activities value. 

Resilience Capacity The expanded life cycle local production in industries that add resilience 

capacity that results from the Alternative's production activities value. 

Regeneration Capacity The expanded life cycle local production in industries that add 

regeneration capacity that results from the Alternative's production 

activities value. 

Energy Resource Depletion The amount of life cycle fossil energy resources used to produce the local 

expanded production. Reported in million British Thermal Units. 

Energy Carbon Emissions The amount of life cycle carbon dioxide equivalent emissions due to the 

energy resources used by the local expanded production. Reported in 

pounds. 

  


